**PLAYFUL SAKE FLIGHT** – served cold

balanced selection of four of chef morimoto’s sakes. His junmai, junmai ginjo, junmai daiginjo, and nigori. a study in the evolution of sake, following the expanded milling of the rice.

momo san sake flight 34

**PLAYFUL SAKE**

tomoshichi junmai nigori 30

 floral sweet rice, sharp finish

rihaku / dreamy clouds nigori 11

 slightly cloudy, coconut, pumpkin

**CLASSIC SAKE**

momotaro junmai ginjo 11

caramelized pear, stone fruit

otokoyama tokubetsu junmai 9

 unmistakable dryness, working acidity

hakkaisan tokubetsu junmai 11

 smooth dry, high acidity

suishin junmai 9

 drunken heart, robust, strong finish

sawanai ginjo 11

 ripe lemon, fresh almond

**SMOOTH SAKE**

momo san junmai daiginjo 15

 melon, honeyduckle, rich texture

suijin junmai 9

 premium water feel, manly, dry

take no tsuyu junmai 8

 clean, light fruity tones, sweet acidity

hano no mai ginjo 9

 honeyed lemon, dried pineapple

konteki junmai daiginjo 12

 morning dew, banana, truffle

**SMOOTH SAYS**

momo san junmai daiginjo 15

 melon, honeyduckle, rich texture

suijin junmai 9

 premium water feel, manly, dry

take no tsuyu junmai 8

 clean, light fruity tones, sweet acidity

hano no mai ginjo 9

 honeyed lemon, dried pineapple

konteki junmai daiginjo 12

 morning dew, banana, truffle

**BOLD SAKE**

momotaro junmai 9

 honeyed walnuts, sweet finish

shichida junmai 11

 rich, velvety

ryujin ginjo 9

 creamy, nice warm finish

tsuksasa botan junmai 11

 starfruit, coconut water, semi-sweet finish

umenishiki ginjo 13

 vanilla, hints of mango and rose petals

yuho junmai 10

 modern junmai, well balanced

kagatobi da daiginjo 104

 overall light clean, but with rich a flavor

**MOCKTAILS**

yamamomo-san 8

calpico, yamamomo juice, sprite

mint yuzu spritzer 8

 mint, yuzu, sprite

**COCKTAILS**

sake sangria carafe 25

 sake, plum wine, seasonal fruits

yuzu cloud 11

 nigor sake, yuzu marmalade, yuzushi

mango matchashe 11

 sake, mango puree, matcha

spiced car 15

 iwai mars whiskey, honey, yuzu

**NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES**

momo san seasonal tea 5

**SHOCHU**

a japanese distilled beverage, typically from rice, barley or sweet potato

**JAPANESE WHISKEY**

2 oz

**MOCKTAILS**

yamamomo-san 8

calpico, yamamomo juice, sprite

mint yuzu spritzer 8

 mint, yuzu, sprite

**COCKTAILS**

sake sangria carafe 25

 sake, plum wine, seasonal fruits

yuzu cloud 11

 nigor sake, yuzu marmalade, yuzushi

mango matchashe 11

 sake, mango puree, matcha

spiced car 15

 iwai mars whiskey, honey, yuzu

**NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES**

momo san seasonal tea 5

**RED WINE**

castellani sangiovese, di toscana, italy

 bright red ripe cherries and wild strawberries, smooth

acacia pinot noir, carneros, nap a valley

 red fruits aroma, cranberry, and sun-ripened raspberry, silky

 paul hobbs pinot noir, sonoma county, ca

 black cherries, wild blueberries, baking spices, full body.

**BOTTLE BEER**

kiro ichiban 12oz bt 8

 crisp, refreshing, smooth

orion lager 12oz. 8

 crisp, refreshing, mild

morimoto hazelnut 22oz. 20

 rich nuttiness, smooth malt finish

morimoto imperial pilsner 25oz. 36

 golden color, dry hop floral aroma, malty backbone

**DRAFT BEER**

singlecut halfstack ipa, queens ny 16 oz

 soft crisp hop, honeyed fruit

morimoto soba, oregon 9

 buckwheat, barely, toasted nuts, medium body